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Proceedings of the 3rd annual symposium of the German Society for Paleo Nutrition held in 2015

Abstract
We present the scientific abstracts of the 3rd Annual Symposium of the German Society for Paleo Nutrition (Deutsche Gesellschaft für Paläoernährung e.V.) which was held on July 26th 2015 in Berlin, Germany. The focus of this year’s symposium was on the future challenges of human society including topics such as nutritional sustainability, the paleo-deficit syndrome or frailty of the elderly due to body composition changes.
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FOREWORD

The contribution of ancestral health to planetary health

Rainer J Klement
Department of Radiotherapy and Radiation Oncology
Leopoldina Hospital Schweinfurt, 97422 Schweinfurt, Germany
Email: rainer_klement@gmx.de
www.rainerklement.com

I am delighted to present the abstracts of the 3rd annual symposium of the German Society for Paleo Nutrition which was held on July 26th 2015 in Berlin. This year it was a special honor to have Dr. Paul Jaminet as a speaker whose work has certainly influenced many “paleo people” in Germany. Speaking of these people, Figure 1 shows the age distribution of the currently 206 members of our society. The mean age is 42 years with a standard deviation of 11 years which is similar to the age distribution of American followers of a paleo lifestyle estimated from an internet survey [1]. With 59.7% the majority of society members are male, contrary to the American survey participants of which 56% were women, but still far from the stereotype of the male-dominated media image of the “modern caveman”.

Many of the talks given at this year’s symposium made it clear that the paleo diet and lifestyle are not only tools for the individual wishing to improve or maintain his own health but also for society as a whole as an aid for mastering future challenges. An aging population and the rising prevalence of chronic diseases are posing enormous problems for our social and health care systems. However, even more problematic seem to be the rapid changes in our technological, social and natural environment that threaten the future health of human civilization. The recent report of The Rockefeller Foundation−Lancet Commission on Planetary Health has identified three categories of challenges that must be addressed in order to guarantee the health of future generations [2]. One of them is knowledge failure such as a failure to identify the social and environmental drivers of ill health and a historical scarcity of transdisciplinary research. Evolutionary medicine and ancestral health, which recognize the mismatch between the modern-day environment and the environment that we are still adapted to [3], are attractive concepts to tackle this challenge because by integrating multiple scientific disciplines they offer natural explanations for health problems that also provide new opportunities
for treatment and – most importantly – prevention [4,5]. What is often overlooked, unfortunately, is the importance that individuals take self-responsibility for their health and that society must provide opportunities to let this happen. In this regard I am again grateful to the editors of the *Journal of Evolution and Health* for providing a platform for education and outreach and publishing these abstracts of our annual symposium.

**Figure 1:** Age distribution of members of the German Society for Paleo Nutrition. The red dashed line indicates the mean.
High intensity interval training (HIIT) is the new "hype" in the fitness and health industry. Even in performance training of athletes the method becomes more and more common. To delimit HIIT from “normal” interval training the limit of work time of 60 seconds (s) is chosen and the intensity is recommended to exceed 85% of the maximal effort that could be achieved during the working phase. Though not as modern as some people might think it is, the recommendations for its integration are overwhelming in the past few years. The lecture discusses the pros and cons of this training method and gives an overview about the expected effects. The training method has its origin in the endurance training domain, but there is some evidence for specific effects in the resistance training domain. Considering the effects of HIIT on obese people it seems wise to keep the exercise intensity high with relatively short work intervals (<30 s) and long rest intervals (>30 s). If the goal is the improvement of both aerobic and anaerobic fitness the work could increase in time (up to 60 s). While beginners will have adaptions with as little as two work intervals per week, advanced athletes have to perform a much higher volume. Up to three training sessions with up to 20 work intervals per session could be useful. The effects of the training type on different organic systems (heart, muscle, brain) will be debated and possibilities of integrating HIIT in an all-around training scheme are demonstrated at the end of the lecture.
Industriell zubereitete Lebensmittel - Fluch oder Segen für 7,4 Milliarden Erdenbürger?

Jochen Hamatschek

Gesellschaft Deutscher Lebensmitteltechnologen e.V.

Holderäckerstr. 10, 70499 Stuttgart-Weilimdorf

Email: jochenhamatschek@gdl-ev.org

www.gdl-ev.org

Thesen des Vortrags [6,7]:

- Landwirtschaft, Lebensmittelindustrie und Handel bilden die drei Säulen der Food Chain (Stichworte: From Farm to Fork; Wertschöpfungskette).
- Der Einzelne kann sich bei entsprechender Lebensweise/Planung grundsätzlich problemlos ohne zubereitete Lebensmittel ernähren. Die in den kommenden Jahren Fuß fassende Industrie 4.0 entwickelt sich
parallel zur Ernährung 4.0, die Elemente der historischen Ernährung (1.0 und 2.0) aufgreift; beide 4.0-Modelle sind geprägt durch starke Individualisierung. Die menschliche Ernährung wird immer vielfältiger, die Industrie flexibel bis hin zur Einzelfertigung.

- Ohne Lebensmittelindustrie werden die derzeit 7,4 Mrd. Menschen – im Jahr 2050 sind 9,3 Mrd. prognostiziert – kaum ernährt werden können, schon gar nicht preisgünstig. Im industriellen Maßstab lassen sich Rohstoffe vollständiger verwerten und Verschwendung besser vermeiden.

Circadian Rhythms and Human Health

Paul Jaminet

www.perfecthealthdiet.com

Circadian rhythms have a huge impact on human health: good entrainment adds about 6 years to life expectancy, and disruption is associated with nearly every human disease. Clocks are important for human biology for the same reason they are essential to computer chips: they facilitate coordination between cooperating elements. Circadian hormones act like prices in an economy, efficiently transmitting information and guiding cellular actions. The five major zeitgebers (time-givers) to the circadian system – light exposure, ambient temperature, social interactions, physical activity, and meal timing – are each individually important for health, and I discuss the optimal management of each. The optimal circadian rhythm entraining lifestyle turns out to look very much like the natural lifestyle of wild animals or Paleolithic humans.
Changes and Impact of Body Composition with Age

Lindsey Otten

Research Group on Geriatrics

Charité University Medicine Berlin, Germany

Throughout our lifespan, the body is in a continuous and dynamic state of construction, modification and degradation. Together with other factors, such as age, nutrition and physical activity, these modifications determine our body’s composition. Various methods and devices allow the assessment of body composition, ranging from the widely used bioelectrical impedance analysis to dual energy X-ray absorptiometry. The method of choice depends on practicability, cost and aim of the analysis. All methods are generally suitable for all age groups and allow the characterization of body composition in different phases of life. Body mass index (BMI; kg/m$^2$), as a ratio of body weight to height, does not consider body composition. Nevertheless, BMI is widely used to classify underweight, normal weight, overweight and obesity; however, there is a greater risk of mortality for older adults at the lower end of the normal weight BMI range of 18.5 – 24.9 [8,9]. Thus, age-dependent BMI categories should be considered. In aging, there is an increase in fat mass and decrease in fat-free mass, including muscle and bone mass. The reduction in metabolically active cell mass results in a reduction of energy requirements [10]; nevertheless, nutrient requirements remain the same or are increased, for example, due to reduced digestive efficiency. Age-associated loss of muscle mass, known as sarcopenia, is associated with impaired function and physical disability and contributes to the frailty syndrome [11]. Novel cut-off values using appendicular lean mass related to body mass index identify patients at risk [12]. Further risk factors associated with aging include physiological changes, physical impairments, dental health, and changes in social environment as well as cognitive and financial status. Taken together, these risk factors contribute to the development of malnutrition, which is known to negatively impact quality of life [13] while significantly increasing health care costs [14]. In the light of our aging population, adequate nutrition and physical activity play a key role in the maintenance of a favorable body composition, physical function and strength and, with that, independence and quality of life in older age.
The big picture of Paleo – From a personal diet to environmental recovery

Christian Selig

Department of Internal Medicine

Klinikum Main-Spessart, 97753 Karlstadt, Germany

A Paleolithic nutrition seeks to omit foods that were introduced through the neolithic. Even though it is often claimed to be low in carbohydrates, the anthropological evidence shows a wide range of macronutrient ratios in the remaining hunter-gatherer cultures [15].

It is proposed that the cause of neolithic diseases involves at least insufficient micronutrient availability. This reduction of micronutrients is in part likely due to industrialized agriculture and concentrated animal feeding [16]. The industrial process of both reduces animal and plant nutrition to a small number of chemicals that are time-tested to yield larger quantities of meat and produce without respecting animal and plant composition and health, which was termed „NPK mentality“ by one of the forefathers of organic farming, Sir Albert Howard [17].

The natural cycle of nutrients flows from the soil to plants and animals, then humans, and from these three back to the soil. With modern agriculture and livestock management, this cycle becomes interrupted. This inevitably leads to nutrient depletion of the soil, unfavorable changes in the physical, chemical and biological structure of the soil, soil erosion, loss of biodiversity and in semi-arid and arid regions of the planet to desertification; desertification is a cause of climate change, not vice versa [18]. The end result is equally disastrous for the planet's ecosystems and humans.

The circle can be reconstituted through methods of farming that have evolved in the past 100 years, mimicking nature. Systems for restorative sustainable agriculture and livestock management for semi-arid and arid areas through permaculture techniques [19], ancient farming methods [20] and use of grazing animals [18] as well as methods of rainforest reforestation [21] are already used and deserve public promotion and further scientific research.

In conclusion, thinking about „palolithic“ nutrition should always include thinking about the nutrient cycle between soil, animals and plants; health is proposed to be derived from intact nutrient cycles [22], which can only be ensured by following the ways nature evolved for its constituent parts.
Looking at the big picture of evolution, a new age has come up: the Anthropocene. While there is still an ongoing discussion as to whether the term is correct and when it actually started, there is no question that the Anthropocene changed the face of earth, our natural environment for billions of years. In addition, there is no question that changing our environment has changed and will change the global conditions on our planet earth – possibly leading to a variety of catastrophes: warming of the climate, melting of polar and glacier ice, extension of deserts, increasing hurricanes and tsunamis – to mention just a few. Of course, all this may also threaten our health in the future [2].

Astoundingly, there is a complete lack of perception in the public discussion that altering the environment directly influences the health conditions of all beings living in this environment – man included. This relation becomes plausible if we look at the damage done by a natural catastrophe: the greatest damage always results at the centre of the catastrophe. As man is at the middle of the environmental changes induced by himself, he will have to bear the greatest effects. This means that in the centers of civilization (metropolitan areas), where the natural environment is changed to the highest degree, the highest health risks will occur. We call this the “Nature-Deficit-Effect” (NDE) [5]. Even though there is abundant experimental literature about the effects of the environment on the physical and mental health of animals, the next logical step of transferring this knowledge to the health situation of man in the Anthropocene has, so far, not been done on a large scale.

In Western countries, along with the technical progress of civilisation, the results of a reductionist approach in medicine and pharmacology helped to overcome acute diseases and to increase life expectancy. However, despite decades of research, epidemics of obesity, diabetes, depression, cancer, and
other non-communicable diseases (NCD) are growing worldwide each year, both in developed and developing countries, leading to a decrease in healthy life years [23].

Figure 2: In the third millennium the human environment is composed of different systems. Man has left/altered his natural environment and created a new technical as well as a new social environment. Looking at evolution, the environment may be regarded as a permanent uterus providing the necessary resources for the beings living in this environment.

Mental illnesses are now experienced by a growing number of children and a new approach for their management involves exposing affected children to a natural environment in order to provide them with additional mental resources [24]. The beneficial effect of even a relatively short stay in such a natural environment on the behaviour of these children is clear but unfortunately this approach has, so far, focussed only on the mental aspects of health.

Based on the aforementioned insights, the prevention of NCD needs a new and holistic approach, a systems-prevention taking into account the multiple influences of the surrounding systems (the human environment, Figure 2) on our body and using a multi-factorial approach to overcome the NDE. Compared with the stone-age, we have identified more than 20 different factors (natural resources) which have been lost by the technical progress of civilization within recent decades (Table 1, second to fourth columns). These deficits result in a reduction of organ function, accelerated aging, and a broad range of diseases (NCD) by sabotaging the perfect system of information and logistics in our body – the immune system included.
Table 1: Anthropocene environment: exposure to non-historical elements (NHE, first column) and lost natural resources (Nature-Deficit-Effect, second to fourth columns).

In addition to this NDE, we have to take into account the parallel process of exposing both our environment and ourselves to a growing number of non-historical elements (NHE, Table 1, left column). The exposure to these NHE is leading not only to toxic reactions within our cells but also to similar reactions produced by the missing natural factors: endocrine disruption, disturbed logistics, and epigenetic programming as well as a compromised immune system – to name just a few [25,26]. In consequence, both changes of our environment – the exposure to NHE and the loss of natural resources (NDE) are adding up to the health problems of NCD. This huge epidemic of diseases already exists and is the real environmental catastrophe.

What can be done in this situation? Abandoning all technical progress will not be possible. Instead, we have to use the growing knowledge about the prerequisites for bodily homeostasis to re-introduce and unfold the unparalleled evolutionary capabilities of our human bodies. This can be done by systematically reducing the exposure to NHE in our environment as well as re-naturalizing our environment as much as possible, i.e., according to the “paleo-concept” [3]. If necessary, certain natural factors which are too difficult to obtain/re-introduce in the existing technical environment will have to be substituted for by intelligent solutions – as it has been shown for physical activity and Vitamin D.

Conclusion:
The huge and worldwide epidemic of non-communicable diseases is the real environmental catastrophe and it has already occurred. As man is living in the centre of the environmental changes induced by himself, he has been hit hardest by the consequences. The driving factors of the disaster are the pollution of the environment with non-historical elements and the abundant loss of natural resources, both sabotaging the highly sophisticated logistics and information technology of our body – the immune system included.

As a matter of fact, all beings are dependent on the resources of their environment. Changing the environment has a huge impact on our health. So we suggest that the environment should be regarded as the permanent uterus of all living beings – the human being included. If we change this environment by technical means – as we have done since the Paleolithicum—we have to take care not to destroy the basic requirements for the health and wellbeing of our own species.

**Eating for the epigenome:**

*How food regulates our genes*

Klaus Steger
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Our body consists of 70 trillion cells each containing approx. 25,000 genes which encode for proteins that form our body. As both absence of required and presence of no longer required proteins may negatively affect our metabolism, coordinated regulation of gene expression is of pivotal importance for our physical health. Epigenetic mechanisms regulate which genes will or will not be expressed in a specific cell at a specific time. These mechanisms did not affect DNA-sequence, are reversible and inheritable over at least two generations. As has been reported in the Dutch famine study [27], women who were pregnant during the ‘Hunger Winter 1944/45’ gave birth to significantly smaller children. Interestingly, grandchildren were also significantly smaller, although they have been sired in times with sufficient food suggesting that their genetic material carries information from their grandparents. The interaction between food and gene expression has been demonstrated by Wolff and coworkers [28] reporting that genetically identical mice show a
different phenotype depending on the mother’s diet during pregnancy. While offsprings from Agouti-viable-yellow (Avy) mice with normal diet become obese and diabetic and were prone to cancer during adulthood, mice receiving a diet supplemented with various B-vitamins gave birth to healthy littermates. Subsequently, it has been demonstrated that a folate-deficient diet of the paternal mice has also negative effects on the offsprings [29]. This is in line with data from our research suggesting that sperm at fertilization transfers not only genetic information to the oocyte, but also epigenetic marks which serve as a kind of manual for the oocyte how to handle sperm chromatin [reviewed in 30].

Currently, the best-studied epigenetic mechanisms comprise methylation of DNA and various modifications of histones. DNA methylation solely occurs at cytosine that is followed by guanine (CpG-island) within gene promoter regions and is always associated with gene silencing. Methylation, acetylation and phosphorylation of DNA-binding histones, in contrast, have both activating and repressing potential on gene expression depending on the type of modification and the number of amino acids affected. While B-vitamins act as methyl-group donors which are involved in epigenetic gene regulation, secondary plant metabolites (e.g. carotinoids, glucosinolates, polyphenols, sulfides) represent another major player with anti-oxidative, anti-microbial, anti-inflammatory and anti-cancer potential [reviewed in 21–25]. Most metabolites studied so far affect enzymes which transfer chemical groups to DNA and/or histones, e.g. DNA methyl-transferase (DNMT), histone acetyl-transferase (HAT) and histone deacetylase (HDAC). Interestingly, modulation of gene expression is possible even during adulthood, as has been demonstrated in men with low-risk prostate cancer [36]. Within only three months, a consequent change in nutrition and physical activity resulted in up-regulation of 48 genes and down-regulation of 453 genes within the prostate tissue. These data demonstrate that everyone can become active for his/her health until old age.
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